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Report on UMass Amherst’s Participation in the Second Pilot Year 
 

Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education (VALUE) Institute, 2016-2017 

In this report, we briefly highlight findings and lessons learned from UMass Amherst’s second year (2016-
2017) participation in the multi-state, multi-institutional Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate 
Education (VALUE) Institute to assess student learning outcomes. To learn more about the background on 
the national project, our decision to participate in it, and the results for the first year, please visit our 
website. 

Background 

The VALUE Institute is a multi-state, multi-institutional project coordinated by the Association of American 
Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). It aims to provide the means for a valid assessment of student learning 
on key learning objectives (Critical Thinking, Written Communication, and Quantitative Literacy) in ways 
that allow for comparison of performance by student demographics. 
What distinguishes the VALUE Institute from standardized approaches (e.g., the Collegiate Learning 
Assessment instrument) is that it: 
1. uses actual student work, collected from actual course contexts, as the source of evidence of student

performance;

2. uses rubrics developed in 2008-2009 by national teams of faculty for key learning objectives (AAC&U
VALUE Rubric Development Project); and

3. emphasizes the formative side of assessment (i.e., campus-based involvement in student learning
assessment, conversations about how to better teach the assessed skills, and cross disciplinary
conversations about teaching).

It is these qualities that led UMass Amherst to participate for a second year in the VALUE Institute. 
Focusing on student performance is a natural progression from the focus on indirect measures of student 
learning (student surveys/self-reports, satisfaction measures) that have been a feature of the UMass 
Amherst Strategic Planning/Unit Planning efforts so far. The VALUE assessment process also echoes the 
direct assessment process the campus has used to assess student reflective and integrative thinking in the 
Integrative Experience (IE).  

UMass Amherst Participation Specifics 

Per the VALUE Institute requirements: 

• We focused on upper division (300 or higher) courses and asked for volunteer instructors to submit
student work from their courses that they felt met the VALUE Rubric Critical Thinking criteria. (See

https://www.umass.edu/oapa/student-experience/outcomes-or-graduation/learning-outcomes
https://www.umass.edu/oapa/student-experience/outcomes-or-graduation/learning-outcomes
https://www.aacu.org/VALUEInstitute
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Appendix A for VALUE Critical Thinking Rubric.) 

• Our target sample size for the VALUE project was 100 pieces of student work from students who had
earned at least 75% of the credits for graduation.

• To select the sample, we used a stratified random sample by course and then checked to ensure the
sample of students was generally representative of the race/ethnicity, gender, and Pell grant status of
the UMass Amherst population as a whole. (See Appendix B for sample/population comparisons by
selected demographics.)

• As in our first year of participation, we focused only on Critical Thinking, since that is a learning
objective that all Gen Ed courses share, and that is arguably a priority objective for most courses on
campus.

Assessment Procedure for Year Two: 

• As a result of our internal assessment of the project for the first year, we made two key changes. First,
on the basis of scorers’ and participating instructors’ feedback from the first year, we revised the
VALUE Rubric to clarify some descriptors and better align with aspects of critical thinking stressed in
UMass courses. (See Appendix C for the UMass Amherst Revised Critical Thinking Rubric.) Second,
we revised our guidelines for submitted work so that the assignment demands were more
homogeneous (that is, less variation in length and nature of the assignments), and better aligned with
the rubric than last year’s assignments.

• 19 faculty across 15 departments submitted student work and the corresponding assignment. The
highest concentration of participating courses came from HFA (6) with the second highest from both
CNS and SBS (3). (See Appendix D.)

• We collected 461 pieces of student work and randomly selected 115 pieces that were submitted to the
national project. (114 were coded internally.)

• For internal scoring, we recruited 12 UMass Amherst faculty and 1 representative each from Student
Affairs and the Institute for Teaching Excellence and Faculty Development. They participated in a full-
day session to familiarize themselves with the rubric and discuss their assessments of sample papers.
The scorers then worked independently to score up to 13 student papers apiece, with two readers for
each paper. In the case of discrepancies (scores differing by more than one point on two or more
criteria), a third reader was used1. (See Appendix E for more detail on scoring agreements and
discrepancies.) The UMass Amherst scoring was done during Summer 2017 using our UMass Amherst
Revised Critical Thinking Rubric. (Details on the procedures for the VALUE Institute national scoring—
referred to in this report as “external scoring”—are provided in AAC&U’s publication “On Solid Ground:
VALUE Report 2017.” For that scoring, the Critical Thinking VALUE Rubric was used.)

1 An important methodological note: as discussed earlier, for our internal process each paper was read at least 
twice. The double scoring of work is a recommended practice for qualitative assessment, a practice the national 
project fully supports. However, due to resource constraints, the national project was only able to score each 
paper once for reporting purposes. 
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• As we did in the first year of the project, to follow up on the scoring, we also interviewed a number of
the instructors who provided student work. As part of these interviews, we provided each instructor with
two of the student papers from her/his class (one scored high and one low), asked each to rank-order
the papers, and discussed that instructor’s evaluation of each in relation to both rubrics (the VALUE
Rubric and the UMass Amherst Revised Critical Thinking Rubric). This encouraged the instructors to
look closely at the rubrics in relationship to their aims for critical thinking in their courses and their
expectations for students and also enabled us to compare their rank-ordering with the assessment
scores for each paper.

• During the two years that UMass Amherst has participated in the Value Institute, 29 faculty provided
student work and 19 participated as scorers. We have student work from 30 courses, 20 departments,
and 6 colleges (Colleges/Schools that did not participate: Nursing, Education, College of Information
and Computer Sciences).

Key Findings from Participating 

In this second pilot year, findings about specific aspects of the assessment and its overall relative potential 
are as important as scoring results. Thus, we report both process and scoring results.  
Findings: Assessment Process 

• For both years, the common rubric and the process of reading student work from UMass Amherst 
courses in a cross-disciplinary group opened up opportunities to talk together about definitions of 
critical thinking, expectations of students, and pedagogy. Certainly, it engaged the faculty scorers in 
talking about teaching and learning in ways that a standardized test cannot.

• Feedback from scorers and analysis of assignments for submitted work validated the revisions that had 
been made in the guidelines for student work; there was more comparability amongst the assignments 
and, in turn, the student work submitted across the sample, thus making the results more meaningful.

• Asked about the value of an assessment process such as this, scorers saw merit in it at the university 
level and, even more so, at the department level.

• During the first pilot year, 2015-2016, a statistical analysis of both the internal and external scores 
showed a statistically significant correlation of student work scores to assignment length and number of 
secondary sources, two factors that are not rubric criteria. This finding led to changes for 2016-17 to 
obtain more commonality in types of assignments, particularly in terms of length and references. In line 
with these changes, the correlations shrunk for 2016-17, particularly for internal scoring. Indeed, the 
correlation with internal scores was so small as to not be statistically significant; for external scores, 
the correlation was weaker than in 2015-16, but still statistically significant. The difference in external 
and internal correlations may also be attributed to having two scorers for the internal scoring instead of 
one; thus, the score is not dependent on just one person’s judgment. (See “Table 2: Correlation values 
for number of pages and references by year” in Appendix F.)

• “Critical thinking” is a multi-faceted construct, the components of which can vary by discipline and 
assignment. Neither the VALUE nor the UMass Amherst rubric encompass all aspects or definitions of 
critical thinking. Still, similar to last year, the scorers agreed that the UMass Amherst rubric does 
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assess generally valued traits of critical thinking and does work for evaluating student work across 
disciplines. At the same time, scorers did mention the difficulty of assessing work in disciplines where 
they had no expertise (e.g., lack of knowledge of content, scholarship, or specialized analytic methods). 
This awareness prompted discussion of whether scoring should be based in disciplines or pair a 
disciplinary expert with an “outside” reader. On balance, scorers still felt it feasible in most instances to 
assess work according to the rubric criteria, using two readers, and that doing so has the added benefit 
of prompting cross-disciplinary conversations.  

• Interviews with instructors who submitted student work reinforced our sense of the validity of scoring
work from outside their own discipline, except in very specialized circumstances. In these interviews,
instructors were asked to rank-order two pieces of student work on the basis of the Critical Thinking
Rubric criteria. In a majority of instances, their rank-ordering was in alignment with our internal scoring
of those papers; that is, in 8 out of 11 instances, the rank-ordering mirrored the scores given by the
UMass Amherst scorers. In the three instances where they did not align, the assignments were very
specialized either in terms of disciplinary or specific course expectations.

• Scorers that participated in both years indicated that the UMass Amherst Revised Critical Thinking
Rubric is a better fit for scoring the student work, although there are still revisions that can be made to
clarify some descriptors and so that it better matches the nature of critical thinking valued across
disciplines at UMass Amherst.

• The assessment process we followed could be useful not only as a cross-disciplinary project, but also
as a departmental one. In fact, faculty who submitted work and those who scored student work
mentioned the value of doing so in their departments.

• For both years, scorers emphasized the value of the process. The discussion about critical thinking, the
Critical Thinking Rubrics, the review of student work from other disciplines, and the consideration of
assignments triggered scorers to think about how they define critical thinking, the ways they teach for
critical thinking, how effective their assignments are, and what their standards are and should be. The
results, both from the internal and external scoring, provide some data about student performance on
the critical thinking criteria. Equally important, these two years of participation have broadened the
cadre of instructors with experience with this kind of assessment and have enhanced our capacity to
conduct meaningful student learning assessment.

Findings: Scoring Results 

Participation in the national initiative provides us with scoring results not only from our own UMass Amherst 
internal scoring, but also from the national scoring of the same student work. This enables external 
comparisons of our students’ performance as judged by both internal and external scorers and with those 
of a sample of upper-division students at other four-year institutions.  
Still, there are caveats, among them being the following: first, work from 115 students cannot be considered 
representative of the senior student population at UMass Amherst, although these 115 students do look 
similar to the larger population on a number of demographic variables. Second, there is still “noise” in the 
data, particularly for the “Influence of Contexts and Assumptions” criterion. A majority of instructors who 
submitted student work indicated that this criterion was not relevant to their assignment; however, scorers 
assessed all student work on all criteria, not aware of instructor designations. Third, few of the participating 
four-year institutions included in the external comparison group are Research Universities or institutions to 
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whom we would generally compare ourselves. That is, in 2016, only six other Research One Universities 
were included in the 41 four-year institutions whose student results are included in the external 
comparisons. However, the results are still informative.  
Graph One below provides a summary of overall results for each criterion from the first two years of our 
participation. The results from the most recent year (2017) are on the left, starting with the UMass internal 
scoring means shown in maroon, followed by the external scoring means shown in dark blue, and then the 
national benchmark means, representing the results for all four-year colleges and universities who 
participated in 2017, shown in dark green. The final three bars show the results for 2016 (our first year of 
participation). 

Notes on Interpreting Graph One 

1. Results represent work from students who had earned at least 75% of the credits for graduation.
Results for 2016 include 115 pieces of student work, from 14 departments representing 6
schools/colleges; results for 2017 include 115 pieces of student work, from 15 departments
representing 5 schools/colleges.

2. In 2017 the UMass Amherst team revised the Critical Thinking Rubric we used for internal scoring.
The means for the criteria that had minor word changes are indicated with the broken-line red box.
Therefore, comparisons between 2017 internal and external scores for those criteria should be
made with caution; comparisons on the last criterion are not appropriate since this criterion is
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substantially different for internal scoring in 2017. (This mean is indicated with a solid red box.) 
(See Appendix A & C for the two rubrics used.) 

3. The substantial improvement in UMass Amherst results in 2017 is likely related to our efforts to
collect student work from assignments that more appropriately aligned with the rubric criteria.

4. The score for “Contexts and Assumptions” should not be taken as a meaningful indication of
students’ skills because of scoring issues with this criterion: a majority of instructors who submitted
student work indicated that this criterion was not relevant to their assignment; however, scorers
assessed all student work on all criteria, not aware of instructor designations. As a result, some of
the lower scores on this criterion really reflect the fact that the criterion was not called for in the
assignment.

Another way of considering these results is to look at the distribution of scores by score-point for each 
criterion, as shown in Graph Two of the national external scoring. Graph Two shows the score distributions 
on each criterion for all participating four-year institutions and for UMass Amherst.  

In 2016-2017, UMass Amherst student work earned higher scores than the UMass Amherst scores in 
2015-2016 and the national sample. Over 60 percent of UMass Amherst student work scored at the 
“Capstone” (4) or “Milestone” (3) level on the “Explanation,” “Evidence,” and “Student Position” criteria. In 
the previous year, none of the criteria had more than 50 percent of student work scored at “Milestone” or 
“Capstone” level. For 2016-2017, there are two criteria that have less than 50 percent of student work at 
the levels expected of rising seniors (Milestone or Capstone levels), namely, “Context” (41%) and 
“Conclusions” (49%). For 2016-2017, the UMass Amherst results were substantially higher than those for 
the national four-year institution results on all criteria. 
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One of the persistent issues surrounding learning assessment tools is the question of how much the tool 
captures information about student performance beyond that information captured in more standardized 
and readily available measures of performance (i.e., SAT scores, Cumulative College GPA). We conducted 
an initial exploration into this question by looking at the relationship between the VALUE Institute results 
and the individual student’s SAT scores and College GPA. Correlational analyses show that the cumulative 
Critical Thinking VALUE scores (both External Scores and Internal Scores) have small positive correlation 
(none larger than r=.22) with students’ Math SAT, Verbal SAT, Combined SAT, and College GPA, with two 
of these correlations reaching statistical significance at p< .05) (See Appendix F). As a comparison, the 
correlation between combined SAT scores and the overall score for the standardized Collegiate Learning 
Assessment (CLA) test is more than twice as large (r=.46 with CLA score overall, r=.54 for the Performance 
Task component of the test) (Collegiate Learning Assessment, n.d.). The CLA correlations have raised 
questions about the extent to which the CLA actually measures student learning gain in college versus 
simply replicating student performance on pre-college standardized tests.  
While preliminary, these correlational results indicate that the VALUE Institute scores are related to other 
measures of student performance, but that they reflect additional aspects of student performance not 
captured in the currently available standardized measures of student performance. The findings suggest 
the potential usefulness of these kinds of direct assessments in capturing information about students’ 
performance in college.  
As preliminary and suggestive as these results are, it is reassuring to see that UMass Amherst students’ 
performance is higher than the four-year sample as a whole, even though only a small number of the 
comparison institutions represent institutions that could be considered UMass Amherst peers. (See 
AAC&U, 2017, p. 20 for the list of participating four-year institutions.) 

Next Steps 

UMass Amherst will continue participating in the VALUE Institute national assessment. For this following 
year, 2017-2018, UMass Amherst will conduct a national and internal assessment of Critical Thinking and 
Written Communication skills (see all VALUE Rubrics here.)  
The UMass Amherst Revised Critical Thinking Rubric will be reviewed to incorporate scorers’ and 
participating instructors’ feedback. 

https://www.umass.edu/oapa/tools-and-services/aacu-value-rubrics
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Appendix A. VALUE Critical Thinking Rubric 

https://www.umass.edu/oapa/sites/default/files/pdf/tools/rubrics/critical_thinking_value_rubric.pdf
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Appendix B: Campus Representativeness 

Our sample size is too small to make any claims about representativeness of the data, and we urge caution 
in using these results to generalize about learning on campus. This appendix is primarily to demonstrate 
the distribution of our sample across Colleges and Departments, as well as to compare the demographics 
of our sample to those of the undergraduate population.  
Table 1. Select Comparison Demographic > 75% of Credits for Graduation Earned: Comparison of 
student with submitted work sample and UMass Amherst students as a whole. 

Sample UMass 
2017 2017 

School/College 
Education 0% 0.3% 

PHHS 23% 10% 
CNS 17% 28% 
HFA 29% 8% 

Engineering 6% 11% 
CICS 0% 5% 
SBS 20% 17% 

ISOM 3% 18% 
Nursing 0% 2% 

Other-BDIC 4% 2% 
Gender 

Female 50% 47% 
Male 50% 53% 

URM 
URM 14% 9% 

Asian 6% 10% 

White 67% 71% 
Unknown 12% 10% 

International 2% 4% 
PELL Eligible 

Yes 23% 22% 
No 77% 78% 

Transfer 
Transfer 25% 24% 

Frosh 75% 76% 
First Gen 

Yes 32% 27% 
No 68% 73% 



Capstone 
4 

Milestone 
3 

Milestone 
2 

Benchmark 
1 

Explanation of Issue/problem to be Issue/problem to Issue/problem to be Issue/problem to be 
Issues considered critically 

is stated clearly and 
described 
comprehensively, 
delivering all 
relevant information 
necessary for full 
understanding 

be considered 
critically is 
stated, 
described, and 
clarified so that 
understanding is 
not seriously 
impeded by 
omissions 

considered critically is 
stated, but description 
leaves some terms 
undefined, ambiguities 
unexplored, 
boundaries 
undetermined, and/or 
backgrounds unknown 

considered critically 
is stated without 
clarification or 
description 

Evidence Information is taken 
from primary and/or 
secondary 
source(s) with 
enough  
interpretation/ 
evaluation to 
develop a 
comprehensive 
analysis or 
synthesis 

Information is 
taken from 
primary and/or 
secondary 
source(s) with 
enough 
interpretation/ 
evaluation to 
develop a 
coherent 
analysis or 
synthesis 

Information is taken 
from primary and/or 
secondary source(s) 
with some 
interpretation/ 
evaluation, but not 
enough to develop a 
coherent analysis or 
synthesis, or it is 
rather obvious, too 
generalized, or not 
backed by evidence 

Information is taken 
from primary and/or 
secondary source(s) 
without any 
interpretation/ 
evaluation 

Influence of Identifies one or Identifies one or Identifies one or more Begins to identify 
Contexts (See more contexts and more contexts relevant contexts but some contexts when 
note) thoughtfully 

evaluates their 
relevance when 
presenting a 
position 

and adequately 
evaluates their 
relevance 

the evaluation is rather 
shallow 

presenting an opinion 

Student’s 
Position 
(perspective, 
thesis, 
hypothesis, 
conclusion) 

Specific position is 
insightful, taking 
into account the 
complexities of an 
issue/topic. Limits 
of position are 
acknowledged; 
and/or others’ 
points of view are 
synthesized within 
position 

Specific position 
takes into 
account the 
complexities of 
an issue/topic.  
Limits of position 
and/or others’ 
points of view 
are 
acknowledged 
within position 

Position is stated and 
goes beyond being a 
simplistic assertion, 
but is overly 
generalized and/or 
doesn’t acknowledge 
limits of position or 
others’ points of view 
or does so only 
minimally 

Position is stated, but 
is simplistic and 
obvious. 

Logical 
Coherence 

Student’s position 
and supporting 
points are logical 

Student’s 
position and 
supporting points 

Student’s position is 
logically tied to 
information for the 

Student’s position is 
inconsistently tied to 
the information 
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Appendix C. UMass Amherst Revised Critical Thinking Rubric, adapted from AAC&U VALUE rubric 
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 Capstone Milestone Milestone Benchmark 
4 3 2 1 
and reflect are logically tied most part but with discussed and/or the 
student’s informed to range of some breakdown in overall work lacks a 
evaluation and information the logic of the line of logical line of 
ability to place (including others’ development either development to 
evidence and points of view as overall or within develop the position.  
perspectives relevant) paragraphs  
discussed in priority 
order 
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Appendix D. Distribution of the sample across School/College and Department 2017 
 

School/College 
School/College 
Represented in 
sample* 

# Departments in 
School/College 

# Departments 
in sample 

College of Education 
 

3 0 
School of Public Health and Health Sciences * 7 2 
College of Natural Sciences * 15 3 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts * 14 6 
College of Engineering * 5 1 
College of Information and Computer Sciences 

 
1 0 

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences * 15 3 
Isenberg School of Management * 7 0 
College of Nursing 

 
1 0 

Other--ROTC * 1 0 
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Appendix E: UMass Internal Scoring Reliability 
 

There were two UMass Amherst readers for each paper. Scores on each criterion were considered 
acceptable if they were the same or differed by only one level (for example, a score of 2 and 3). When the 
two readers differed by two or more levels on the rubric (for example, a 2 and a 4), their scores were 
considered “discrepant.”  When a paper received discrepant scores on two or more criteria for a given 
paper, a third reader was used. In all cases, whether a paper was scored by two or three readers, the 
reader scores were averaged to yield the final score for the paper.  

As the graph below illustrates, the percentage of scoring discrepancy is similar for four of the five criteria, 
with influence of context being the exception (with substantially more discrepant scores). For influence of 
context, only one-quarter of all scores were the same and more than one-third had a discrepancy of more 
than one. We attribute this low reliability to the particular challenge of scoring the context criterion.  

 
 
Of the 114 papers scored internally, 34 (30%) required a third reading; that is, the initial two readers’ scores 
differed by two or more score points on at least two of the traits.  
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Appendix F: Correlational Analyses 
 

The scoring process revealed that two paper characteristics had a relationship with national average score: 
length and use of external sources.  
Table 1: 2016-2017 Descriptive Information on Number of Pages and References for 115 Papers. 

 Overall Average Overall Median Overall Range 

Number of Pages 9.20 8 3-30 

Number of References 9.67 7 0-73 

 
Table 2 shows that there is a weak positive correlation between a paper’s page length and external scores, 
and the same type of correlation for number of references and external scores. Longer papers and those 
using more external sources tended to score higher on the rubric’s Critical Thinking criteria than shorter 
papers and those using fewer references. The correlation with internal scores was not significant. 
 

Table 2. Correlation values for number of pages and references by year 
 2016 2017 

 

External 
Average 
Score 

Internal 
Average 
Score 

External 
Average 
Score 

Internal 
Average 
Score 

Number of Pages 0.60** 0.58** 0.21* 0.11 
Number of References 0.55** 0.61** 0.27** 0.15 
 
*Correlation is significant at the .05 level 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level 
 
 

Table 3. Correlation values for Math SAT, Verbal SAT, Combined SAT, and GPA by external and 
external scorers for 2017 

 

Math SAT 
scores 

Verbal 
SAT 
scores 

SAT 
Combined GPA 

External Average 2017 0.15 0.20* 0.22 0.16 
Internal Average 2017 0.11 0.18 0.17 0.21* 
 
*Correlation is significant at the .05 level 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level 
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